CHAPTER V

CLOSING

A. Conclusion

Based on the explanation on the chapters before, the writer obtains the conclusions, as follows:

1) In the book of *Al-mustadrak ala ash-shahihaini* by Hakim An-naisaburi, particularly in chapter Iman, there is a Hadith that no quality hadith. From here the author make writing about it. Writers also focus on research with the standardization of Poles at-Tis'ah.

2) About the quality of the hadis in *Al-Mustadrak ala ash-shahihaini* in the chapter *iman*. There are 8 no quality of hadith. In researching the hadith produces 4 *sanad and matan* of hadis in *shahihli ghairihi* quality, 2 *sanad and matan* of hadis in *hasan* quality, and 2 others of hadith in *shahih*.

B. Suggestion

After doing this writing seems to need to be followed up with the next entry is examined as a whole about hadiths are not critized al-hakim on chapter other, it also observes that the study Ma'ani Hadith.
The author also feels that what has been done has not fully resolve the problem, therefore, they need constructive criticism from various parties who have a concern in the field of study of interpretation and hadith of the Prophet SAW.

Moreover, the authors hope that what has been done is no benefit in particular for the writer himself, and generally for readers writing of this report.

C. Closing

By saying thanks to Allah who has been blessing and giving mercies to the researcher, it is a great gift from him through finishing this final project. Although the researcher has worked maximally, yet the researcher is sure that the work is still far from perfection and also less satisfying. Critiques and comments which are constructive are always and continuously needed by the researcher.

At least, the researcher hopes that this work will be valuable and beneficial for the researcher especially and the others who concern on any other field of study generally.